
James Rabe (00:00):

Good morning. It's Y 1 0 5 FM's early morning show. My name is James Rey and it is Tuesday and it must 
be time for adventures in dating with Keisha. Good morning, Keisha, how are you today?

Keisha (00:10):

I'm good. How are you?

James Rabe (00:11):

I am excellent. What is our topic today? So

Keisha (00:14):

I really like to use fun icebreaker questions, because I feel like using like the hi, how are you? Everybody 
uses that. Right? so I have like this pat, this like box of cards that have literally icebreaker questions on 
them. And I use them at staff meetings for icebreakers. I also use them online dating, and I, this is one 
time where I used a question and it didn't go quite the way I expect.

James Rabe (00:41):

Okay. What was the question?

Keisha (00:43):

So the question was, if you had to describe your personality in terms of a farm animal, which animal 
would you

James Rabe (00:49):

Choose? Oh, before we hear his answer, I wanna hear what your answer would be.

Keisha (00:53):

Mine would be a cow. Oh cuz they're stubborn. But and they, they like routine. Right. And so then his 
response was, is this a serious question? Cause if you seriously meant to ask me that it's weird and I'm 
not comfortable answering that question. Hmm. And I was like, oh, okay. Well now, now I made him 
uncomfortable. So now we're just gonna continue to make him uncomfortable. So a cow would, would 
you say you're more of a dairy cow or a beef cow and he goes, cows have different purse personalities.

James Rabe (01:24):

Oh

Keisha (01:24):

My. And I was like, yeah. And I go, all animals have different personalities. I'm just curious to know what 
personality you you think is most like you and his response was. And now this conversation has become 
weird. I'm out.

James Rabe (01:37):

I don't understand why that would make someone uncomfortable.
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Keisha (01:40):

I don't know. I was like, well, and I was like, it's not like I'm asking you to like talk about like something 
super personal. I'm literally just asking you a fun icebreaker question, right. To like, get to know you. And 
because I do think it's more catchy than like the online dating, like, hi, how are you? Or how are things 
going today? Like I think it'd be more funny to answer a question like that from somebody than just 
being like engaging in like a normal, like, hi, how are you conversation?

James Rabe (02:08):

Well, absolutely. I, I, I, I suck at small talk because I like to have conversations. Right. And I've, mm-hmm 
<affirmative> I, when I'm in an event or I'm putting on a workshop, I hate doing icebreakers cuz so many 
people hate them, but they really work. You really get people to loosen up some and they have fun 
answers sometimes. Like I, I I'm thinking, am I a chicken? Which just runs around like making no sense or 
am I excuse me, something more like a sheep where I love to be around, you know, people, I prefer it 
when it's quieter, you get to sit out in the field all day andum and every now and then someone comes 
along and, you know, shaves your, your shaves, your wool off. So yeah. I, I, I just think that it's silly to get 
upset about it, but maybe he just needed something that was more direct. Like where's the craziest 
place you made whoopy and then he could tell you a whole story.

Keisha (03:00):

Right.

James Rabe (03:00):

He's ready for that. But he's not ready for what kinda farm animal would you be? <Laugh>

Keisha (03:06):

Right.

James Rabe (03:07):

Or maybe he knows that he would be the Fox in the hen house

Keisha (03:12):

Maybe. And he doesn't want, he didn't wanna answer it.

James Rabe (03:14):

Right. Well, I think obviously you struck up on a serial killer.

Keisha (03:18):

Yeah. Maybe

James Rabe (03:19):

So. I'm glad you I'm glad you're okay.

Keisha (03:21):
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But I feel like people are now gonna be walking around all day. Wondering what farm animal their, their 
personality is like.

James Rabe (03:27):

Well, if I had to be a cow <laugh> I would, I would hope I would be a Jersey because they have such 
beautiful eyelashes.

Keisha (03:36):

They

James Rabe (03:36):

Do. And they don't have the bony hips. Their hips are, you know, the, the Holsteins, they just got bony 
hips. That's all there is to it, nothing wrong with it. I just wouldn't want those to be my hips. Right. And 
the jerseys are all like, hi, how you doing? I'm a happy cow

Keisha (03:51):

With those long eyelashes that they bat at you. Oh, how are you?

James Rabe (03:55):

Right. I'm just, I'm a sucker for, 'em just a sucker.

Keisha (03:58):

<Laugh>

James Rabe (03:59):

Right. Well, Keisha, I appreciate you calling in again for another episode of adventures and dating with 
Keisha. Have a fantastic week.

Keisha (04:06):

Thanks. You too. All right.
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